The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life
The Bancroft Library
with
the Center for Jewish Studies
and the Berkeley Institute for Jewish Law and Israel Studies
cordially invite you to an opening reception for

Gourmet Ghettos
Modern Food Rituals
Exploring eating, identity and activism in Jewish life and beyond

George Breslauer, Executive Vice-Chancellor and Provost, Emeritus | Opening Remarks
Narsai David, Food and Wine Editor, KCBS (San Francisco) | Berkeley Food Rituals
Francesco Spagnolo and India Mandelkern, Curators of Gourmet Ghettos
Sara Felder, Juggler and Playwright | The Bagel and the Croissant

Wines offered by Covenant Wines
RSVP to bit.ly/magnesopening2014 by September 1, 2014

Also opening at The Magnes this Fall:
Literary Minds: Soviet Jewish Writers Portrayed by Matvey Vaisberg
and The Jewish World: A Book Installation
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